These properties are Listed buildings; the full details (and in most cases, a photograph) are given in the English Heritage Images of England website and may be seen by clicking on the link shown.

A number of items have been excluded such as milestones, walls, gate piers, telephone kiosks.

**Listed buildings in Hutton Roof**

1. [Farmhouse](#) in Centre of Haltcliff Bridge Hamlet
2. [Saw Mill](#) N of the Mill House
3. [Badger Gate](#) and Attached Barns
4. [Bishopspot](#)
5. [Churchstile](#)
6. [Crook a Fleet](#)
7. [Thwaite Hall](#)
8. [Church of St John](#)
9. [Glebe Cottage](#) and Attached Outbuilding
10. [Low Mill Farmhouse](#) and Adjoining Barn/Byres
11. [Manor Farm House](#) Farmhouse and Outbuilding, Newbiggin
12. [Marks House](#) and Adjoining Barn
13. [Mealriggs Farmhouse](#)
14. [Turners Farmhouse](#) and Attached Barn
15. [Wham Head Farmhouse](#)
16. [Yew Tree Farmhouse](#)